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User Interface Design for ProgrammersApress, 2001
Most programmers' fear of user interface (UI) programming comes from their fear of doing UI design. They think that UI design is like graphic design--the mysterious process by which creative, latte-drinking, all-black-wearing people produce cool-looking, artistic pieces. Most programmers see themselves as analytic, logical thinkers...
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Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis via Ratio and Difference Judgement (Applied Optimization)Springer, 1999
The point of departure in the present book is that the  decision-makers involved in the evaluation of alternatives under  conflicting criteria express their preferential judgement by  estimating ratios of subjective values or differences of the  corresponding logarithms, the so-called grades. Three MCDA methods are  studied in detail; the Simple...
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Partial Differential Equations 2: Functional Analytic Methods (Universitext)Springer, 2006
This comprehensive two-volume textbook presents the whole area of Partial Differential Equations - of the elliptic, parabolic, and hyperbolic type - in two and several variables. Special emphasis is put on the connection of PDEs and complex variable methods.
In this second volume the following topics are treated: Solvability of...
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Recreations in the Theory of NumbersDover Publications, 1964
WHILE the author was a student, an enthusiastic mathematics professor recommended to the class a book entitled Mathematical Recreations and Essays, by W. W. R. Ball. The students dutifully made a note of the title and most of them no doubt promptly forgot about it. Many years later when the book was mentioned to several of the author's own classes,...
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R in ActionManning Publications, 2011

	When I began writing this book, I spent quite a bit of time searching for a good
	quote to start things off. I ended up with two. R is a wonderfully flexible platform
	and language for exploring, visualizing, and understanding data. I chose the quote
	from Alice in Wonderland to capture the flavor of statistical analysis today—an...
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The Americanization of NarcissismHarvard University Press, 2014

	American social critics in the 1970s, convinced that their nation was in decline, turned to psychoanalysis for answers and seized on narcissism as the sickness of the age. Books indicting Americans as greedy, shallow, and self-indulgent appeared, none more influential than Christopher Lasch's famous 1978 jeremiad The Culture of...
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Network Performance Engineering: A Handbook on Convergent Multi-Service Networks and Next Generation InternetSpringer, 2011

	During recent years a great deal of progress has been made in performance modelling and evaluation of the Internet, towards the convergence of multi-service networks of diverging technologies, supported by internetworking and the evolution of diverse access and switching technologies. The 44 chapters presented in this handbook are revised...
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Ensemble Methods in Data Mining: Improving Accuracy Through Combining PredictionsMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010

	Ensemble methods have been called the most influential development in Data Mining and Machine Learning in the past decade. They combine multiple models into one usually more accurate than the best of its components. Ensembles can provide a critical boost to industrial challenges -- from investment timing to drug discovery, and fraud detection...
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Topics In ProbabilityWorld Scientific Publishing, 2011


	In this monograph we treat some topics that have been of some

	importance and interest in probability theory. These include, in

	particular, analytic characteristic functions, the moment problem,

	infinitely divisible and self-decomposable distributions.

	Recent research in probability has been concerned with applications such...
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Decision Science in Action: Theory and Applications of Modern Decision Analytic Optimisation (Asset Analytics)Springer, 2018

	
		This book provides essential insights into a range of newly developed numerical optimization techniques with a view to solving real-world problems. Many of these problems can be modeled as nonlinear optimization problems, but due to their complex nature, it is not always possible to solve them using conventional optimization theory....
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The Analytic Art (Dover Books on Mathematics)Dover Publications, 2006
This historic work consists of several treatises that developed the first consistent, coherent, and systematic conception of algebraic equations. Originally published in 1591, it pioneered the notion of using symbols of one kind (vowels) for unknowns and of another kind (consonants) for known quantities.

Fran90is Viete was born in...
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Electronic Concepts: An IntroductionCambridge University Press, 2005

	Electronic Concepts provides a detailed introduction to modern microelectronics. Jerrold Krenz emphasizes analog and digital circuits, and describes applications of particular devices and circuits within the context of actual electronic systems. He begins with an overview of several important electronic systems, and discusses in detail the...
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